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We demonstrate that the complete (?) information contained in the spike times of
a population of neurons can be broken up into a series of terms which have physiolog-
ical signicance. This occurs in the coding regime in which few spikes are emitted in
the relevant time window. This approach allows us to study the additional informa-
tion contributed by spike timing beyond that present in the spike counts, to examine
the contributions to the whole information of dierent statistical properties of spike
trains, such as ring rates and correlation functions, and forms the basis for a new
quantitative procedure for the analysis of simultaneous multiple neuron recordings. It
also provides theoretical constraints upon neural coding. We nd that there is a tran-
sition between two coding regimes depending on the size of the relevant observation
timescale with respect to the characteristic timescale of stimulus-induced response
fluctuations. For time windows shorter than the timescale of the stimulus-induced
fluctuations, the additional purely temporal information is of third order, and hence
spike counts necessarily dominate the population information. For time-windows
much longer than the characteristic timescale, the additional timing information
can be of rst order, and thus aect the instantaneous information rate. It is also
found that, over short timescales, correlations between spikes cannot dominate the
information representation, and the temporal structure of correlations contributes
less to temporal coding than the temporal variations of the ring rates. Stimulus-
independent cross-correlations in the response variability can contribute positively
to population coding only when they are opposite in sign to cross-correlations in the
mean response proles of dierent cells, and this eect is maximal when rates and
cross-correlations oscillate with similar frequencies. We also nd that refractoriness




Neurons respond to sensory stimulation by producing sequences of essentially identical
action potentials, or spikes; information about such stimulation is thus, at the most fun-
damental level, represented in the central nervous system by the spike emission times of
populations of these neurons. In principle, the temporal pattern of spikes across the neu-
ronal population provides a large capacity for fast information transmission (?). However,
it is still unclear how much of this theoretical capacity is actually exploited by the brain. It
has been known since the early days of neurophysiology (?) that much sensory information
is conveyed by stimulus modulated variations of the mean discharge rate of individual neu-
rons (a \ring rate" code). In addition, the typically large variability of interspike intervals
(ISI) of cortical neurons in some circumstances might suggest to some that variations in
spike timing represent mainly noise to be averaged away (?). On the other hand, in some
circumstances if the stimulus is modulated on a very short time scale, precisely replicable
sequences of spikes can be obtained (?; ?). Does this represent temporal coding, or is the
relevant time window for counting spikes merely very short? Recent experiments have also
suggested that temporally coded information is present in the spike trains of primate V1
complex cells (?; ?). Evidence has accrued that some information appears to be encoded
by stimulus (or behaviour) related changes in the coordination of timing of ring between
small populations of cortical cells (?, 1995; ?, 1996; ?, 1997; see ?, 1999 for a more compre-
hensive review of recent spike timing literature). The issue is clearly deserving of in-depth
quantitative study.
A rigorous information theoretic measure (?; ?) can be used to clarify fully the modal-
ities of neuronal information encoding. Such an approach would gain much analytical
advantage by allowing the total information about a set of stimulus parameters, contained
in the population spike trains, to be explicitly separated into distinct components. Each
such component should be indicative of the encoding mechanisms involved. In other words,
this approach should provide a measure of how many bits of information were present when
ignoring temporal details of the responses and considering spike counts only, and how many
bits were instead solely due to temporal structure of the spike train. It should also quantify
which particular features of the temporal pattern of activity carry more information, e.g.,
by separating out the information carried by temporal modulation of the instantaneous
spiking probability from the information contained in the temporal correlations between
spikes { etc. The use of the limit of rapid information representation, in which only a few
spikes are emitted in the considered time period, makes it possible to perform this analysis.
This short time scale limit is not only a convenient approach to a complex problem,
but it is relevant to transmission of sensory information processing by the activity of
nerve cells. Single unit recording studies in primates have demonstrated that the majority
of information about static visual stimuli is often transmitted in windows as short as
20-50ms (?; ?; ?). Information about time-dependent signals is often conveyed by single
sensory cells by producing about one spike per characteristic time of stimulus variation (?).
At the population level, processing can be even faster if dierent cells carry independent
information (?). Event related potential studies of the human visual system (?) provide
further evidence that the processing of information in a multiple stage neural system can
be extremely rapid. Finally, the assessment of the information content of interacting
assemblies which may last for only a few tens of milliseconds (?) requires the use of such
short windows.
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In this article, by extending previous work valid only for the spike count case (?),
we use the short time window limit to produce an analytical expansion (to second order
in time) of the mutual information carried by the spike times of a neuronal population
about a set of (possibly time-varying) stimuli. This procedure naturally separates out the
contributions of both instantaneous ring rates and temporal correlations between spikes to
the total information conveyed by the simultaneously recorded spike trains. It also extracts
from the spike train the statistical quantities that bear more information. Therefore it
compresses the spike train in a way ecient for information estimation. This makes it
practically applicable to data-sets and time windows relevant to many neurophysiological
experiments. Also, it allows an homogeneous comparison with the information carried just
by the number of spikes red by each cell (?). It is thus relevant in addressing the problem
of the extra amount of information purely encoded in the spike times of a whole population,
a problem which has been addressed systematically so far only for single units (?; ?; ?).
This expansion of the mutual information is not only a method of practical utility for
analysis of simultaneously recorded spike trains, but it also provides theoretical insights
into the information coding capabilities of spike trains. It shows that, in short but physi-
ological time scales, temporal encoding contributes signicantly to the rate of information
transmission when the instantaneous ring rates of the cells fluctuate with a time scale
shorter than the time window in which most of the information is transmitted. If the
instantaneous probabilities of spike emission do not fluctuate quickly compared to the
time window considered, the additional information present in the temporal structure of
the signal is minimal. It is also shown that in general over short time scales correlations
between spikes cannot dominate information representation, and the temporal structure
of correlations between spikes contributes less to temporal encoding than variations in
the instantaneous ring rates of individual cells. We also derive theoretical constraints
on synergistic coding, by studying which combinations of relative phase and timescales
of variations for rates and correlations are capable to add substantial information. The
role of response parameters of biophysical relevance, such as the refractory period, is also
considered.
2 Basic concepts and definitions
2.1 The information carried by neuronal spike trains and its
short time scale expansion.
Consider a period of time centered at t0 and of (short) duration T , associated with a
particular presentation of a sensory stimulus. The stimulus may be either dynamic or
static in nature. In the former case, the stimulus characteristics vary within the time
window T ; the latter situation is merely a special case of the former. Let us denote each
dierent stimulus history (time course of characteristics within T ) as s(), a function
of time from stimulus onset chosen from the set S of experimentally presented stimulus
histories1. The neuronal population response to the stimulus is described by the collection
of spike arrival times ftai g, tai being the i-th spike emitted by the a-th neuron. Although
the spike arrival time is a continuous variable, it can be experimentally measured only with
1An example of this set might be a sinusoidal grating moving with constant speed along one of a number
of possible directions.
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a nite precision t. Therefore an experimental measure of a spike sequence is obtained
by dividing the time window T into small time bins of size t (e.g. 1 ms long), in which
only up to one spike per cell can be observed. A spike sequence ftai g is thus represented
as a sequence of binary numbers, one for each time bin and cell, with the response \1" in
the bins corresponding to the spike times. The probability of observing a spike sequence
ftai g when a particular stimulus history s() was present is denoted as P (ftai gjs()), and
P (ftai g) is its average across all stimulus histories. P (ftai gjs()) must be determined by
repeating each of the stimulus histories in the set exactly the same way on multiple trials2.
Following ?, we can write down the mutual information provided by the simultaneous spike












is shorthand for summation over all possible spike arrival times ftai g in the
interval t0−T=2 < t < t0+T=2, and over all possible total spike counts from the population.
In this equation, the functional integration notationDs() reflects the fact that in principle,
a continuous set of stimulus histories can be created. In practice, only a discrete, often very
limited, number of stimulus histories can be used to test the cell. Therefore, for brevity,
the  is dropped henceforth, and we replace
∫ Ds() with ∑s2S P (s). However, it should
be remembered that in general, s refers to a stimulus history rather than a static stimulus.
So far it has been assumed that the true probabilities P (ftai g) are available. In practical
application to experimental data, however, we have only a small to moderate number of
events from which to compute the frequency table, and as a result a bias is introduced which
must be corrected for (?). As explained above, the procedure introduced here suers much
less from nite sampling problems than a direct estimation of the information from the full
response probabilities. A following paper will report the full details on this issue; however,
the approach described in the Appendix B of ? can be taken and applied straightforwardly.
We assume that, when using a discrete time resolution, the size t of the small bins
is comparable to (though smaller than) the size of the total time window T ; of course if
t is much smaller than T , then the continuous approximation is valid. In this case the











As all the information carried by neurons is contained in the spike arrival times, eq. (2)
quanties the maximal amount of information that can be extracted (or decoded) from
a set of neurons in response to a particular set of stimuli. The precision of the time
measurement of course limits the experimental estimate of entropy and information that
are carried by the spike trains of the population; taking the high time resolution limit
(t  T ) is equivalent to characterising the properties of the system, as opposed to our
observation power (?).
Instead of considering the information contained in the spike sequence, one can focus
only on the number of spikes emitted by each cell. A quantication of the neuronal pop-
ulation response as a vector n (each component being the number of spikes red by each
2Following a standard notation, we indicate probabilities with P () and probability densities with p(). A
probability density p() has the physical meaning of probability per unit time, and it becomes a probability
when multiplied by the length dt of the small time bin.
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neuron in the window considered) implicitly assumes that temporal relationships between
dierent spikes are irrelevant in coding the stimulus, and that only the mean response










(P (njs) being the spike count probability for given stimulus s, and P (n) being its aver-
age across stimuli). A comparison of the information in the full spike trains (2) to the
information in the spike count (3) leads to a direct understanding of the importance to
information coding of the temporal relationships between individual spikes in a sequence.
One of the main advances of this paper is to provide an analytical framework to test the
role of temporal correlations between spikes in encoding stimulus information.
Now, the information in the spike trains can be approximated by a power series
I(ftai g;S) = It(ftai g;S) T + Itt(ftai g;S)
T 2
2
+ : : : (4)
where It() refers to the instantaneous information rate and Itt() to the second time deriva-
tive of the information, the instantaneous information \acceleration". (A similar expansion
is also performed for the information in the spike counts, as in ?). For short time scales,
only the rst order and second order terms survive - higher order terms in the series become
negligible. The time derivatives of the information can be calculated by taking advantage
of the narrowness of the time windows, as will be explained.
2.2 Definitions of correlation functions for short time scales
There are two kinds of correlations that influence the information. These have been previ-
ously termed \signal" and \noise" correlations (?). They can be distinguished by separating
the responses into \signal" (the average response to each stimulus as a function of time)
and \noise" (the variability of responses from the average to each stimulus). The correla-
tions in the response variability represent the tendency of the cells to re more (or less)
than average when a particular event (e.g. a spike from another neuron) is observed with
a given time delay. Note that we do not assume that the trial by trial variability is just
due to noise, and our analysis is independent of the cause of this variability, which could
arise from a number of factors. We name the correlations in the variability as \noise cor-
relations" only for consistency with previous literature (?; ?). In fact, our results reported
below precisely quantify the contribution of correlations in the trial by trial variability to
the information carried by the neuronal population, and show in which cases correlations
in this variability contribute positively to information transmission.
Let us focus rst on the discrete time resolution case, which is the one relevant experi-
mentally. In this case, for each single trial to stimulus s, the spike train (density) of each







where t1,t2 is the Kroenecker delta function (it is 1 if t1 and t2 label the same time bin,
and zero otherwise). The time dependent ring rate of each cell a is
ra(t; s) = a(t; s) (6)
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(the bar denotes the average over multiple trials in which the same stimulus history s was
presented). These spike rates quantify the time-dependent probability per unit time of a
single spike from a certain cell, and are also called post-stimulus time histograms (PSTH).




j; s) quantifying noise correlation in the
short time scale limit is in terms of the conditional ring probabilities of observing one
spike from cell a in the time bin centered at tai , given that cell b emitted a spike in the time
bin centered at tbj when stimulus s was presented:
P (tai jtbj ; s)  ra(tai ; s) t(1 + γab(tai ; tbj; s)) + O(t2): (7)
It has been assumed in the above that the conditional probabilities (7) scale propor-
tionally to t; this is the only assumption underlying our time expansion. It is a natural
assumption, as it merely implies that the probability of observing a spike in a time bin
is proportional to the resolution t of the measurement. It can be violated only in the
implausible case of spikes locked to one another with innite time precision, but in any





j ; s) has the meaning of a cross-correlation function for a 6= b, and




i ; s)  −1, as no more than one spike can





















i ; s) = −1 (8)
and is named the \scaled cross correlation density" (?). It is a joint post-stimulus time
histogram (JPSTH) from which the amount of coincidences purely due to rate modulation
with time has been subtracted (implemented by the \- 1" in eq. (8), which is equivalent
to the shift predictor subtraction (?)). It is normalised to the number of coincidences
expected in the uncorrelated case, and it can vary from −1 to 1; negative γab(s)’s indicate
anticorrelation, whereas positive γab(s)’s indicate correlation. This normalisation of the
JPSTH is used because it has a number of advantages for short time windows over the more
well-known Pearson JPSTH normalization for this application, as described in ?; it should
be noted that of course the particular normalised correlation measure that the equations
are expressed in terms of is just a notational issue. For any given time window, the scaled
correlation coecients can be converted to Pearson coecients (see ?, 1999). Since we
are considering a single short time window, note that these correlations are observed over
repeated trials with the same stimulus.
In order to maintain homogeneity with respect to the noise correlation case, we choose to




j) in the mean responses

















The denition is similar to that of scaled noise correlation; the main dierence is that





j) varies between −1 and 1.
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When passing to the high temporal resolution limit, essentially the same procedures
and dentions outlined above apply, provided that one uses Dirac delta function (t1 − t2)




(t− tai ) (10)
and that one uses probability densities instead of the corresponding conditional probabili-
ties in eq. (7):
p(tai jtbj ; s)dt  ra(tai ; s) dt(1 + γab(tai ; tbj; s)) + O(dt2): (11)
The correlational parameters that influence the spike count information are the scaled
correlation coecients of the spike counts in each trial (?), and are obtained by an ap-
propriate sum over time bins (or an integration in the high resolution limit) of the above













































The above expressions (12,13) represent the generalization to the time-varying case of
the correlation coecient introduced in ?. Of course their value does not depend on the
time resolution used, but only upon the total number of spikes emitted in each trial. The
expression for (12,13) in the nite resolution case is of course obtained replacing integrals








2.3 Response probability quantification.
If the instantaneous ring rates conditional upon the ring of other neurons are non-
divergent, as assumed in eq. (7), the short time scale expansion of response probabilities
becomes essentially an expansion in the total number of spikes emitted by the population in
response to a stimulus. The only responses which contribute to the transmitted information
up to order k are the responses with up to k spikes from the population; the only relevant
events for the second order analysis are therefore those with no more than two spikes
emitted in total. This is valid for any time-resolution. For brevity, we report the results
only for the innite time resolution case:


























































2 a; b = 1;    ; C; (15)
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where P (0js) is the probability of zero response (no cells re), p(ta1js) is the probability
density of observing just one spike from cell a at the specied time location, and p(ta1t
b
2js)
is the probability density of observing a pair of spikes at the given times3. The expression
(15) for the probabilities can be derived by requiring that the probabilities are normalized
to one, that the conditional ring probabilities scale proportionally to the time resolution,
as in eq. (11), and by using the denitions of time dependent rate and correlations given
above. The probabilities for the nite time resolution case follow straightforwardly from
(15) by replacing probability densities of spike emissions with probabilities on l.h.s, and
replacing dt with t and integrals with sums, as in (14), on the r.h.s.
3 Analytical results for the information in spike times
and the role of temporal correlations
In this section we report the result of the insertion of the second order response probabil-
ities into the information contained both in the spike times (2) and the spike counts (3).
This yields exact expressions quantifying the impact of pairwise temporal correlations on
the information transmitted by groups of spiking neurons. A comparison between spike
timing and spike count information precisely quanties the amount of information that
is conveyed purely by the temporal relationships between the spikes. These information
quantities depend upon the time-dependent ring rates r(), noise correlations γ() and
signal correlations (). Interactions among more than two cells (or spikes) do not aect
the information up to second order.
For brevity we report only the nal results for the calculation of the information deriva-
tives. The sketch of their calculation in terms of the probabilities (15) is as follows. First,
one inserts the probabilities (15) into the sum over responses in eq.(2). Then, for each term
of the sum over responses, one uses the power expansion of the logarithm as a function of





. Finally, using eq. (4), integrating over spike times, and
grouping together all the terms in the sum which have the same power, one obtains the
expressions for the information derivatives reported below.
3.1 Information in the spike times of the neuronal ensemble in
short time scales
In the short time scale limit, the rst (It) and second (Itt) information derivatives suce
to fully describe the information kinetics. The rst-order information contained in the
spike times contribution (i.e. that obtained by multiplying the instantaneous information
transmission rate It() by the time window duration T ) is (?):














This is the rst component of the mutual information, i.e. the rate of the population infor-
mation transmission. It is simply a sum of single cells contributions, and it is insensitive
to correlation both in the signal and in the noise. The expression for the second order
3The probability of two spikes is divided by 2 to prevent over-counting due to equivalent permutations,
rather than restrict the sum over events to non-equivalent permutations, as we did in ?
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We will refer to these terms as components 2a, 2b and 2c of the information respectively.
When each spike is completely independent, as in a Poisson process, it is apparent that
only the rst term of Eq. 17 survives. This rst term is always negative, meaning that the
information carried by a Poisson process always slows down after the rst spike. If there is
any deviation from independence in the timing of successive spikes, then the other terms





there is any relationship between the times of spike emission of dierent cells, then they




2). As with the spike count in-
formation terms detailed in (?), the second of these terms (the \stimulus-independent
correlational component") reflects contributions from a level of correlation which is not
stimulus dependent. The third term is non-zero only in the presence of stimulus depen-
dence of the correlation between spikes, and is called \stimulus-dependent correlational
component". The natural separation of the second order information into three compo-
nents is important because each component reflects the contribution of a dierent relevant
encoding mechanism. When applying this analysis to real neuronal data, a signicant
amount of information found in the third component of Itt, relative to the total informa-
tion, would clearly signal that cells are transmitting information mainly by participating
in a stimulus (or context) dependent correlational assembly (?). A specic example will
be given in Fig. 4.
3.2 Information in the spike count of the neuronal ensemble in
short time scales
In the same way, the short time scale expansion can be carried out for the spike count
information. This was performed in detail in ?, and here we report briefly the main results
in order to cast them into identical notation to that above for comparison. The spike count
information derivatives are similar to (17), but they depend only on the mean rate across














































































































The information in the spike count depend only on the total number of spike per cell
on each trials, and not on the spike times. Therefore the information in the spike count,
and all the quantities upon which it depends, are independent of the time resolution t.
For simplicity the results are given just for the high time resolution limit.
3.3 Range of validity of the analytical results
The short time scale limit utilized here formally requires that the mean number of spikes
in the considered window is small. However, the actual range of validity of the order T 2
approximation will depend on how well the information time dependence of the responses
of a neuronal population t a quadratic approximation. ? showed, by means of Integrate
and Fire computer simulations of neurons with ring rates and correlations in the typical
cortical range, that the second order approximation is a good description of the full in-
formation for up to several hundred millisecond time windows for single cells and pairs.
Scaling considerations (conrmed by simulation) suggested that the range of applicability
for the spike count information should shrink as the inverse of the number of cells for
larger populations. The same range of validity must hold for the temporal information as
well when the ring rates and correlations of the neurons vary slowly with respect to the
time window considered, since in this limit the additional temporal information is small
(see next section). The additional numerical test required here is therefore on the range of
applicability of the second order approximation for the full spike timing information when
the parameters describing the neuronal ring probabilities fluctuate quite rapidly within
the time window T .
For this purpose we simulated neurons driven by two stimuli. The response of each
neuron to each stimulus is modeled as a 1 ms resolution Poisson process with a time
dependent ring rate4. The analytical approximations to the information are tested against
the true information computed directly from the model response probabilities. The rst
stimulus gives a constant (flat) mean response r0 = 30 spikes/sec. across time, whereas
the second stimulus produces a response centered around r0 and sinusoidally modulated
4The response in each 1 ms time bin is generated with a time dependent ring rate independently of
the response in other time bins.
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at a frequency5 1=c in some cases dierent for each cell c and amplitude r0. After a
full period, the two stimuli are indistinguishable on the basis of spike count alone, and
therefore this is a good model to study temporal coding. Fig. 1 shows the accuracy of the
rst and second order approximation to the information in the spike times for a single cell
with responses to the second stimulus oscillating very fast (at a frequency of 500 Hz). The
second order approximation is nearly exact up to 200 ms, even in the extreme case of such
fast fluctuations. The range of validity seems not to be signicantly aected by changing
the frequency of oscillations. We have also carried out simulations with a set of two cells
with either Poisson or cross-correlated ring. We found that the scaling expectation that
the range of validity shrinks as 1=C with population size is conrmed up to the time
window lengths that we could test (not shown)6. It can be concluded that the analysis
is pertinent for time scales relevant to neuronal coding, and the small ensembles of cells
typically recorded during in vivo experimental sessions.
4 The role of time scales of firing rate and correlation
variations in pure temporal encoding of information
Our formalism quanties the information I(ftai g;S) in the spike times and I(n;S) in spike
rates as a function of the ring rates and of the correlation functions. Since both infor-
mation measures are available, we can address the further problem of when information
transmission is not dominated by spike counts. In other words, we are interested in how
much extra information, not contained in the simple spike count, is conveyed by the tem-
poral relations between the spikes. This extra information is precisely quantied by the
dierence between I(ftai g;S) and I(n;S).
We nd that the crucial parameter, determining when there is substantial additional
information in the spike times which is not contained in the spike counts only, is the typical
time scale of variation of the ring rate and correlation functions. There are two distinct
coding regimes, depending on whether the characteristic time scale of stimulus-induced
variations is small or large with respect to time window T of interest.
4.1 The quasi-static case (temporal encoding is weakly relevant)
If the scale of time variation of any time dependent function f(t) is larger than the time










+ O(T 5) (20)
As a consequence, if both rate and correlation functions vary slowly in the time domain
of interest, only the rate and correlation values near the centre of the interval (t0) are
important, and the extra amount of information in the spike times is sub-leading (only
5This might e.g. be produced by a grating with a spatial wavelength to velocity ratio of τc moving
across the neuron’s receptive eld.
6When simulating two cells, we could not test systematically time windows as long as 200 ms because the
number of spike trains over which we have to sum to compute the full information increases exponentially
both with the length of the window and with the population size
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of order T 3). The expression for the T 3 leading term to the extra information in the
spike timing can be computed by applying eq. (20) to the integrals over time involved in
computing information rates (16,18). The result depends only on the ring rate variations
near t0, and not on correlations between the spikes
7:
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: (21)
Being of order T 3, pure temporal coding does not aect, in this regime, both the
rate and the acceleration of information transmission. Pure temporal information would
accumulate very slowly with time. Therefore information is dominated by the spike counts
in this regime.
4.2 Fast parameter variation (temporal encoding is very rele-
vant)
If either ring rates of correlation functions fluctuate with time with a characteristic time
scale which is of the order of the time window considered or smaller, then the quasi-static
approximation (20) breaks down, and there is a transition to a dierent coding phase where
temporal coding can be relevant. For example, if a function of time f(t) (e.g. ring rate)
varies sinusoidally with time, then eq. (20) would be broken when the period of oscillation
c is equal to or shorter than the time window T . Furthermore, in the particular case
in which c  T , the integral of the function over the time window does not depend on
the value of the function at the center of the interval as in eq(20), or on the frequency of










T + O(T 2) (22)
As a consequence, if the time scale of rate fluctuations is of the order of the window T
or smaller, then we are in a phase in which the extra amount of pure temporal information
is proportional to T (and not to T 3 as in the slow variations phase):

























+ O(T 2) (23)
This means that when rates fluctuate rapidly the actual rate of information transmission
(measured in bits/sec) can be considerably faster than that with spike counts only. There-
fore in this phase there is a substantial amount of pure temporal information, on the top
of the spike count information. In some cases temporal encoding can even be dominant
with respect to spike count only.
We studied particular cases by simulating mean ring rate and correlation parameters
for each timestep as described in the Section 3.3. The following results were obtained with
7The term in Eq. 21 can be shown to be non-negative for any rate function, as required by information
theoretical consistency.
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1 ms time resolution, but have also been conrmed by numerical integration in the innite
time-resolution limit. The eect of timing precision is considered separately.
Fig. 2 illustrates a situation in which the spike count of a single cell responding according
to a Poisson process is unable to discriminate between the stimuli after a full period, but
such information is available from spike timing. The time window is grown from the onset
of responses to the stimulus. In this case, after 60 ms (a full cycle of oscillation), the spike
count information drops to zero, whereas the full temporal information accumulates cycle
after cycle. After one cycle the information is purely temporal.
The eect of stimulus modulation frequency on the full temporal information is shown
in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b shows the purely temporal information for the same situation (i.e. the
full information minus the spike count information). The dierence between the fast and
slow regimes can be clearly seen by comparing these two gures. Slow fluctuations lead
to negligible (of order T 3) pure temporal information. In the fast regime, pure temporal
information increases roughly proportionally to the window length. Note also that, if
fluctuations are very fast (c  T ) and the spike incidence is measured with high temporal
precision, the amount of information is roughly independent of the frequency of oscillation,
as predicted by (22).
If the rates vary slowly with respect to the window T of interest, but the correlations
vary on a faster time scale, the extra amount of information can be only of second order
in T . This means that the instantaneous rate of information transmission is unaected
by the temporal structure of the spike train, but the temporal information can still be
appreciable. An example of this type of situation is shown in Fig. 4. This gure plots the
information in the responses of a pair of cells, each of which has the same characteristics
as those in Figures 2 and 3. Both of the cells’ ring rates are of slow (1 Hz) modulation
by one stimulus only. However, the correlation between them is modulated more rapidly,
with a frequency of 100 Hz, and it is stimulus dependent (the correlation for one stimulus
is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to that of the other stimulus). There is, as can
be seen, a substantial contribution to the information in the third, or stimulus dependent,
component of the second order information. This contribution has no counterpart in the
spike count information, which remains much smaller.
4.3 The impact of precision of spike timing
The total information contained in the spike times (1) is also a function of the precision t
with which the spikes are measured (or equivalently, of the precision in the spike timing
itself). Experimental measures of the information with dierent values of t can address
the question of to what temporal precision information is transmitted in the cerebral cor-
tex. The whole question of whether spike timing is important is really the question of
whether the use of time resolution as short as a few milliseconds signicantly increases
the information extracted (?). Measuring information at high resolutions with a direct
method is made dicult by the exponential increase of the number of trials needed as
t is decreased (?). Our formalism gives a simple expression for the information in spike
timing as a function of the timing precision t (the discrete version of eqs. 16,17), and
requires only quadratically increasing number of trials as t ! 0. Thus it can be used to
measure the information with resolutions that would be impractical with direct methods
using data sets of the size of typical cortical recording sessions (?).
As an example, Fig. 5 illustrates the impact of precision on the full temporal information
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contained in 32 ms from a single cell with responses oscillating at dierent frequencies. The
timing precision has no eect on the information only if it is much smaller than the typical
time scale of response parameter variations c. If t ’ c, then information is strongly
underestimated with respect to the innite resolution limit.
5 Synergy and redundancy in temporal information
A crucial point in understanding the representation of information by a group of coding
elements is knowing how the information from the individual elements is combined. Is the
amount of information obtained from the whole pool greater than the sum of that from
each individual element (synergistic) or less than the sum (redundant)? In between these
two cases, there exists a situation where the information from each element is independent,
and the total information thus increases linearly as the number of elements is increased.
This yields two notions of \synergy" that are relevant to the current analysis. The rst
one is the synergy that exists between assemblies of cells; the second one is the synergy
that exists between spikes. The two denitions are discussed as follows.
5.1 Synergy between cells
This measure quanties if there is additional information in the population responses which
is not present in single cells taken separately. A measure of synergy between cells is crucial
in understanding how the messages carried by single cells combine together to form a
representation of the external stimuli. The amount of synergy between cells is dened as
the total information from the ensemble minus the sum of that from the individual cells
(and the redundancy is simply the negative of this). This means that, to second order, the
synergy is simply the sum of the o-diagonal (a 6= b) elements of Eq. 17. This is because
the rst order terms (Eq. 16 and the a = b terms in the summation exist for both the
ensemble information and the sum of the individual cell informations, thus eliminating in
the subtraction.
The amount of synergy between cells is critically dependent on the cross-correlations
between cells. Eq. 17 shows that, to have synergistic coding, non-zero cross-correlations
between cells are needed (in the absence of correlations only the rst, negative-denite term
of Itt would survive). Even when noise correlations are not stimulus dependent, however,
it is possible to achieve synergistic coding. In this case, the second, stimulus-independent
correlational component of Itt can increase the total information. This happens, for each













j. (this basic mechanism of synergy for the temporal
information is identical in principle to that considered for spikes counts in (?; ?; ?), but
it should be valid for separate time pairs). Cross-correlations between cortical neurons
often oscillate and vary rapidly in sign with time (?). Our analysis shows that in this
case, to obtain maximal synergistic eect the correlation in the signal oscillation should
oscillate, with respect to the cross-correlogram, in counter-phase (i.e. with opposite sign)
and with similar frequency. (If e.g. the signal oscillates with lower frequency the eect of
cross-correlation would be washed away by their rapid change of sign with respect to the
signal).
The eect of the relative frequencies and phase of signal and noise variations with time
is illustrated in Fig. 6. Two Poisson cells are simulated, responding to two stimuli as in
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Fig. 2a, but with oscillation frequency in response to the second stimulus of 10 and 20
Hz respectively. The trial-by-trial variability of the responses of the two cells is cross-
correlated. The cross-correlation function decays exponentially, with time constant of 25
ms, as a function of time between spikes (?). When the noise cross-correlation between the
two cells is chosen to oscillate with the same frequency as the signal oscillation, synergy is
obtained when signal and noise correlation are in counter-phase, and a high redundancy is
achieved when they are in phase. When instead signal and noise oscillate on very dierent
time scales, correlations play a much less signicant role. The neuronal model used in this
simulation is certainly far from realistic. However, the results of the mathematical analysis
ensure that the result discussed here is general and valid beyond the simple models used
for the gures. Finally, we note that when cross-correlations are stimulus dependent, then
also the third term of Eq. (17) becomes non-zero, and additional interactions between
response parameters can arise. They can be studied by specifying the stimulus dependence
of correlations and taking into account also the third component of (17).
5.2 Synergy between spikes
The other notion of synergy, that is relevant only to the temporal information, is the
synergy between spikes. This is obviously dened for single cells as well as for populations.
It quanties whether patterns of spikes carry extra information in addition to what is
represented in single spikes. Motivated by the notion that particular sequences of spikes
may have a special role in encoding stimuli (?), ? recently introduced a synergy measure of
this type. In that work, single \events" (e.g. single spikes, or pairs of spikes occurring with
a given time delay irrespective of whether there are other spikes in-between) are singled
out of the whole spike train, and the information carried by occurrence of single events is
computed8. ? considered the synergy to be the information from a complex event (e.g.
a pair of spikes occurring at specied times) minus the information from each of those
individual spikes constituting that pair.
Another way to measure the synergy between spikes suggested by the present analysis
would be, instead of separating contributions of single events, to take into account their
contribution to the information conveyed by the whole spike train. Our short time scale
expansion shows that, if cells never emit more than one spike in response to stimuli, then
the rst order approximation (16) to the information is exact. In general, if up to k spikes
can be emitted in the time window, then the information contained in the full spike train is
exactly described by the rst k orders of the expansion. If we focus for simplicity on pairs
of spikes, a meaningful denition of pairwise synergy between spikes is then simply equal
to the second order temporal information terms given by Eq. 17. These terms measure the
additional information about the stimulus (beyond that due simply to single spikes) that
is present in whole the spike train due to the fact that pairs of spikes constitute the spike
train.
It is interesting to note that the introduction of a refractory period has an accompa-
nying eect on the synergy between spikes, as measured by the fractional second order
contribution to the overall temporal information. Fig. 7a shows the eect of the refractory
8The denition of information carried by the occurrence of a single event, is a generalization of Eq. 16.
However, the ? denition of information carried e.g. by single spikes only, separated form the rest of the
spike train, is dierent from the contribution of the occurrence of just a single spike in a given trial to the
information from the full spike train. In fact, the latter quantity also has terms of higher order.
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period on the synergy between spikes. It is apparent that for the Poisson process (in which
spikes are not entirely independent because of the rate modulation) the second order con-
tribution is small or negative. For longer refractory periods there is an increasing peak
in the early period of the response. This eect appears to involve an interaction between
the absolute refractory period and the time-constant of stimulus modulation of the rates;
the stimulus modulation timescale determines the width of the spike-synergy peak (see
Fig. 7b), whereas the refractory period length determines its height. A relative refractory
period (achieved by exponential decay of the autocorrelation to zero with time-constant
20 ms after the 2ms absolute refractory period) is also shown in the gure. The eect
of this is to further boost the second order information (and of course the total temporal
information) for a short period with time scale determined by the dominant frequency of
stimulus modulation of the rate parameter.
6 Discussion
We have demonstrated that the (?) information contained in the specication of the times
of spike emission of a population of cells can be broken up into a series of terms that
have physiological signicance, just as the information contained in the spike counts from
a population can (?). Use of this series approach has a number of advantages over brute
force computation for both the understanding of the theory of coding with spike trains,
and for the analysis of neurophysiological data. This approach necessarily compares the
contributions of dierent information-bearing parameters on correct and equal terms, and
shows how they combine to yield the full information available from the spike train. It
allows analytical study of the statistical properties of population spike trains, such as
refractoriness, autocorrelation, and timing relationships between cells, to be conducted
with regard to understanding which parts of the full temporal information they contribute
to and which they do not. Furthermore, computation of the information components from
experimental data could in principle even be done on-line.
Quantication of the information carried by the spike times is made dicult, even for
single cells, by the large amount of data needed to adequately sample the probabilities of
occurrence of the observed spike sequences in response to a stimulus. When considering a
population of neurons, the required amount of data increases exponentially with the pop-
ulation size. Existing studies of the encoding of information in spike times have therefore
relied upon compression methods, like Principal Component Analysis (?), or stimulus-
decoding algorithms (?), or both (?), to compress the temporal pattern of activity onto a
smaller response space which can be sampled experimentally. Their eectiveness is thus
dependent on the decoding algorithm used and cannot be checked for the data-set under
study. Our procedure instead provides a way to overcome this problem. It is in fact eas-
ier to compute these information components from limited samples of neurophysiological
data than with a direct approach. This is because the information is computed by us-
ing only the subset of all the possible variables characterising the spike train that carry
more information. Therefore the complexity of the response space is reduced in the way
that preserves the most information, and accurate estimates can be obtained by limited
datasets9. Its accuracy can be veried on the data-set under study by checking the validity
9This will be reported in detail in a following paper, containing also systematic analysis of physiological
data.
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of the assumptions made, or even the magnitude of the neglected terms if one extends the
calculation to higher orders in T .
This study reinforces the point (?) that the crucial question that we must ask in
order to understand how important temporal encoding is is: how short is the timescale
(or equivalently: the precision) of response variations with respect to the length of the
time window relevant for information transmission? The answer to this question is likely
to depend on the set of external correlates that the neurons have to code for, and on
their typical time scale of variation. For example, recent papers have shown that MT
neurons produce, in response to rapid transition from anti-preferred to preferred motion
direction, a spiking activity for 25-40 ms only, which is locked to the transition time with
high timing precision (5-7 ms) (?; ?). This seems to indicate that much information about
which directional stimulus was presented is encoded in spike counts only in windows of the
order of 30 ms, whereas stimulus transition times are encoded in spike times with a few
ms precision. Classic results about temporal encoding of visual static stimuli revealed that
additional information, not present in spike counts, was encoded in the rst few Principal
Components extracted from 300-500 ms epochs of neuronal responses (?; ?). However,
most of the information extracted from long windows was just encoded in the ring rates
computed in windows taken near the onset of response and as short as 20-30 ms (?). Recent
studies have shown that precise spike sequences in this shorter window do not convey any
additional information above that present in the spike counts (?). This indicates that in
the case of static stimuli the extra amount of information present in Principal Components
extracted from long windows does not reflect genuine temporal encoding, but rather that
the relevant window is much shorter, and that the spike count is the basic variable for
encoding in this window.
? argue that because the interspike interval in the responses of cortical neurons is
highly variable, the rapid information transmission achieved by the cerebral cortex (i.e. a
substantial information being transmitted in one ISI or less) must imply redundancy of
signal. Their argument is based on the idea that to obtain reliability in short timescales it
is necessary to average away the large observed variability of individual ISIs by replicating
the signal through many similar neurons. In other words, the need for rapid information
transmission should strongly constrain the cortical architecture. The fact that the rst
order temporal information transmitted by a population is simply the sum of all single-cell
contributions (Eq. 16) demonstrates that it is instead not necessary to transmit many
copies of the same signal to ensure rapid and reliable transmission. If in fact each cell
conveys some information about the stimuli, this sums up in less than one ISI, and high
population information rates can be achieved.
When trial-by-trial correlations are not strongly modulated by the stimulus, their im-
pact on information representation was shown to crucially depend on their interplay with
the signal correlation. To carry positive information, the correlation in the mean re-
sponse proles of pairs of cell should be opposite, across dierent time lags, to the noise
cross-correlation. Normalised cross-correlation functions between cortical neurons are often
found to vary rapidly in sign with time (?; ?). When this is the case, the signal corre-
lation should oscillate with opposite phase and similar frequency to achieve signicant
correlational information transmission. As signal correlation originates from ring rates,
trial-by-trial correlations should fluctuate with frequencies similar to that of ring rates
to achieve optimal correlational encoding. In any case, when response proles of dierent
neurons are independent, and little signal correlation is present, weakly stimulus modu-
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lated correlations do not aect information transmission at all (?; ?). This is important
as signal correlation between cortical neurons was reported to be very small for stimulus
sets of increasing complexity (?; ?; ?; ?), and therefore correlations might be less impor-
tant under natural conditions than when using articial and limited laboratory stimuli.
This shows that the contribution of cross-correlations to the representation of the external
world can be more complex than what might be expected from naive visual inspection of
cross-correlograms. This reinforces the need for a rigorous information theoretic analysis
of the role of trial-by-trial correlations in solving complex encoding problems, like feature
binding (?).
A further point worth discussion is the refractory period. The eect of the introduction
of a refractory period is to increase the information via the second order component 2b
of the temporal information. It has been noted previously that the temporal correlations
introduced into the spike train by refractoriness can have a benecial eect on coding. This
occurs by regularization of the higher ring rate parts of the response, producing a more
deterministic relation between stimulus and response (?; ?). The present analysis conrms
this eect, and adds several new facts: that the eect is second order in time, and that
it involves interaction between the refractory and dominant stimulus-induced modulation
timescales, such that the width of the period of increased information is determined by the
stimulus frequency characteristics, whereas the amount of extra information is determined
by the eective duration of refraction. This study provides a means to understand how
other parameters of biophysical relevance can be adjusted to maximise encoding capacity.
In conclusion, a full understanding of the coding properties of a neural system cannot
be achieved simply by computing the total information about the stimuli contained in its
spike trains; rather, it is necessary to at the very least discover how this total is comprised
from the individual information-bearing parameters. The results that we have presented
here encourage us to think that this is possible.
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Figure Captions
Fig 1: The accuracy of the rst (eq. 16) and second order (eq. 17) approximations
to the full information (eq. 1, full line) in the spike times of a single cell with Poisson
responses to two stimuli. The cell responded to stimulus 1 with a constant (in time) rate
of 30 spikes/sec., and to stimulus 2 with a spike rate oscillating sinusoidally around 30
spikes/sec. with period 2 ms and amplitude 30 spikes/sec.
Fig 2: Comparison of complete temporal and spike count information. a The mod-
ulation of the ring rates of a single non-homogeneous Poisson neuron by two stimuli. b
The evolution of the full temporal and the spike count information as the time window is
increased in width from stimulus onset.
Fig 3: The eect of the frequency of stimulus modulation of the rates. a Full temporal
information. b Purely temporal information only. The main requirement for temporal
contribution to the information can be seen easily in the comparison of these two gures {
fast fluctuation of the ring rates in comparison to the timescale of observation.
Fig 4: A situation in which stimulus dependent correlation in spike timing between
cells can make a sizeable, but second order, contribution to the total information, via
component 2c of the temporal information. This inofrmation is purely temporal and is
not present in spike counts. In this simulation the rates of each of the individual cells
were modulated like in Fig 2a, but at 1 Hz frequency. The correlation between them was
modulated at frequency f = 100Hz according to the following function for rst stimulus:
γab(t
a; tb; s) = exp(−jta − tbj=) sin(2fta) sin(2ftb) , where the decay constant  is 25
ms. (The cross-correlation in response the second stimulus is equal but opposite in sign).
This particular cross-correlation function was chosen to match the one used in Fig. 6, but
the result are indicative of the behavior of any fast-oscillating cross-correlation.
Fig 5: The eect of precision of spike timing on the information available from 32 ms
of the response of a single neuron responding with sinusoidal modulation of ring by the
stimulus (as in Fig. 3). We used an absolute refractory period of 4 ms in this simulation
(in order to have at most one spike per time bin for all the precisions used). The data
obtained with the continuous-time limit (obtained by numerical integration) are included
as the y-intercept information values.
Fig 6. (a): The eect of the relative frequencies and phase of signal and noise temporal
variations in achieving synergistic coding. Two Poisson cells are simulated, responding
to two stimuli as in Fig. 2a, but with oscillation frequency in response to the second
stimulus of f1 = 10Hz and f2 = 20Hz respectively. The signal correlation (9) is in
this simple case proportional to sin(2f1t
a) sin(2f2t
b). The information extracted form
the pair of cell is compared to the sum of the information carried by individual cells.
To generate a cross-correlation model that could be tuned to match the oscillations in
the signal, the cross-correlation was chosen of this form for both stimuli: γab(t
a; tb; s) =
γexp(−jta − tbj=) sin(2kf1ta) sin(2kf2tb). (an exponential decay between spikes with
 = 25ms was inserted to match real cortical correlograms, see (?)) The constant γ in
front of the correlation function was set either to 0 (no cross-correlation), to -1 (signal and
noise in counter-phase), or to 1 (signal in phase with the noise). k was set to 1 to allow
signal and noise to oscillate with similar timescales. When signal and noise have opposite
signs and similar frequencies, there is a synergistic code, i.e. there is more information
in the pair than in the sum of the two single cells. (b) As in (a), but k is set to 10, in
order to have noise oscillating 10 times faster than the signal. The eect of trial-by-trial
cross-correlations is washed away by their rapid variations with respect to the signal.
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Fig 7: (a). Synergy between spikes, as measured by the fraction of the temporal
information contained in the second order terms. This is shown for the example of a
cell whose ring rate is modulated by a 40 Hz sinusoid for one stimulus as in the earlier
gures. A non-homogeneous Poisson process is contrasted with processes augmented with
an absolute refractory period of between 1 and 16 ms. Another process, which has a
relative refractory period with autocorrelation decaying exponentially (time-constant 20
ms) in addition to a 2 ms absolute refractory period, is also shown (circles). (b). The
interaction of a 4 ms refractory period with stimulus-induced modulation frequency. The
fraction of second-order information (synergy between spikes) is shown for three dierent
frequencies.
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